In his article, Medvei (April 1989 JRSM, p 189) reported that during the presidency of the late Lord Rosenheim, the Royal College of Physicians of London decided in 1968 to increase the number of Fellows by electing at least 200 annually. Then in 1988, there were 5511 FRCP (Lond), as compared to 16048 MRCP (UK) in England. The ratio was therefore 1: 3 irrespective of whether these Members were Collegiate Members of the London College.
Based on information from the 1986 (latest) edition of the Hong Kong (HK)Medical Association's (HKMA) book, 'List of DoctorsPractising in A Particular Field', there were 191 'local' MRCP (UK) and 9 FRCP (Land). Of the latter group, six were professors, one past president of the HKMA; six were 'local'. For local HK FRCP (Lond) to local HK MRCP (UK) the ratio was therefore less than 1 : 30; less than 1I10th of the UK ratio.
No local MRCP (UK) was elevated to FRCP (Lond) as determined from this List.
The HKMA's list was incomplete because it was based on information sent in by HKMA members voluntarily, and necessarily out of date. However, it does illustrate the point that the wind has not yet changed for HK MRCP (UK). WONG YAT-CHEUNG Tsuen Wan Adventist Hospital Evangel Hospital Hong Kong
Ethics of transsexuality
As a pioneer who wrote the first comprehensive study of transsexuality--t, detailing the syndrome medically, legally and ethically, I was pleased to read Dr Armstrong's paper (February 1989 JRSM, p 103). He must indeed be acclaimed for his lifetime's work on intersexuality and for establishing the four factors determining sex, but the balance of these must be properly assessed and any argument that psychological sex should outweigh chromosomal, gonadal and anatomical sex, even combined, is unrealistic and medically unsound. If male transsexualists are BORN with a female brain, one would not expect their average age to be Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine Volume 82 August 1989 509 35 years and many to have married and fathered children. My own study spanning 40 years suggests that such individuals are basically of homosexual or bisexual orientation, and that this progresses to transvestism. Rationalization to transsexualism occurs to absolve the guilt, but the fantasy to 'change sex' ONLY becomes a progressively irreversible determination AFTER the administration and influence of opposite-sex hormones. Even after surgery these physically normal men do not 'become women' -the prostate is retained", and they are merely mutilated, by castration, into a simulacrum of the opposite sex". Moreover, they lack the vital formative years in their desired role and have a past from which there is no escape, even in dreams. As stated by Dr Sacarides'' 'You don't change the body to conform to anything and, after the operation, the patient remains what he or she was born and the psychic problems are the same or worse.' By 1962 I had studied nearly 300 cases, and it became apparent that most were psychologically disturbed in more than the sexual plane. Not only do they convince themselves that their 'sex-change' is real but will lie, cheat and even falsify documents to gain their ends. However sympathetic, we cannot ignore the moral and social issues. Wives commit suicide, children are left fatherless, and all responsibilities are disregarded in their quest. The new West German law to which Dr Armstrong refers can only exacerbate the problem by encouraging fathers, even grandfathers, to remarry as brides. If we are to allow some form of modified birth certificate on compassionate grounds it should be granted only to those under 25 years who have never married or had children. Marriage should then only be permissible provided the partner is fully aware of the medical facts.
There are, of course, times when we must place a true intersexual into their correct role, but if we do not accept facts we are living in the same fantasy world as our patients, and will end up as sick as those we are trying to help. GEORGINA SOMERSET (NEE TuRTLE) Hove, Sussex
The chemical death of Lot's wife No one, in your columns, writing on the chemical death of Lot's wife, (July 1988 JRSM, p 397 and correspondence) has remarked upon the fact that on the shore of the Dead Sea is a pillar of salt, a huge pillar, which the inhabitants thereabout assure the visitor, who might believe it or not, is the mulier saltissima of Lot. T JAMES Cape ofGood Hope South Mrica
